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THREE CREATIVE VISIONARIES LOOK PAST THE PHOTO TO REFLECT 
ON THE DESIGN DETAILS BEHIND THESE STRIKING STYLES.
WRITTEN BY HANNAH TOLES

SPACEX3
1 9 8  /  l u x e  i n t e r i o r s  +  d e s i g n  

What went into dreaming up such  
a magical, breathtaking place?
With the house located across the street 
from the ocean, the clients requested 
an area that would give them privacy. 
The layers of hedging, Australian pine 
and ficus trees helped create the feeling 
of a secret garden, albeit in a tropical 
setting. The design is a reflection of the 
interiors, simple and serene, with a much 
more dynamic color palette thanks to 
the bursts of flowers throughout. The 
space is simple and elegant, private yet 
inviting, and full of a lush beauty that is 
very difficult to manufacture.

Tell me about the need for distinct 
seating spaces.
By nature of its structure, the pergola 
essentially defined the seating area. The 
vintage iron chairs, for example, are the 
perfect place to enjoy the garden views. 
I wanted to ensure the space felt fresh 
and updated, hence the crisp white 
upholstered cushions. The faux-bois 
stone setting was created for something 
a bit more intimate—a place where the 
clients can escape for a cozy candlelit 
dinner amongst the orchids and sea 
grape tree. 
 
Your design philosophy is rooted in 
classicism. Is anything from that style 
represented here?  
This space is a classic example of the 
enfilades seen in historic European 
architecture. As soon as you step onto 
this property, you feel as though you’re 
moving through a series of connected 
rooms in anticipation of something 
grand at the end. 

DESIGNER KATHERINE  
SHENAMAN CREATES A LUSH 
BACKYARD ESCAPE ACCENTED 
WITH VINTAGE FURNISHINGS 
AND THE VIBRANT HUE OF 
BLOOMING BOUGAINVILLEA.

WATER 
COLOR
POOL & GARDEN

Interior Design / Katherine Shenaman / Katherine 
Shenaman Interiors / shenaman.com. Landscape 
Design / Madderlake / madderlake.com. Patio Cushion 
Fabric / Perennials / davidsutherlandshowroom.com. 
Sconces / Carolina Lanterns / carolinalanterns.com.




